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Java & DSP Silicon

Philips ARM7 for ~US$5

ARM’s Java and DSP-enabled ARM926EJ-S is now
shipping in an Integrator development board. This
is the first time this chip has been available as a
standalone chip.

Philips Semiconductors have
announced a new range of
micros based around the
ARM7TDMI. The LPC21xx range
incorporates many advanced
features such as ETM (trace) support, but the most
remarkable feature is its low pin count. All devices
in the range have only 48 pins and measure 7 mm
on a side in LQFP packaging.

ARM’s Jazelle technology accelerates Java
execution dramatically (up to 8 times) by executing
the common byte codes in hardware. Power
consumption is dramatically lower than with
dedicated Java processors. Use of the technology
requires a Java-enabled RTOS or VM, where the
vendor has incorporated ARM’s JTEK toolkit.

The range includes up to 128 KB of internal flash
and up to 32 KB of internal RAM. An external data
bus is also available (traded off against I/O pins).
The chips run at 60 MHz using an internal PLL and
manages to run code from flash at that speed using
a special wide interface to the internal flash.
Also included is a vectored interrupt controller
(with configurable priorities and vector addresses),
ICE and Trace support, UARTs, two 32-bit timers,
up to 32 I/Os (depending on what debug and bus
features are required) and an idle/power-down
feature. Certain peripherals can be disabled when
not needed to save power.

The ARM926EJ-S will form the basis of the Java
technology in a number of new products to be
released in 2004 and beyond. We can now supply
the RealView Integrator/CM926EJ-S Core Module,
based on this core, for the Integrator family of
development and prototyping boards. The
CM926EJ-S Core Module can be plugged into the
Integrator/AP and Integrator/CP platform
baseboards, as well as operating standalone. In
either case it can be used to create custom
development systems.

Evaluation boards are available at low cost from
Nohau and Ashling. These provide access to the
key features of the range and allow development
with suitable tools (such as ARM’s RealView
Developer Suite and ICE).
Philips are actively promoting these chips now in
the region. Pricing is around US$5-7 depending on
the option chosen. Please contact us or your
Philips representative for details if you are
interested in these products.
http://www.semiconductor.philips.com/pip/LPC2106BBD48.html

The available CM926EJ-S Core Module contains
32kBytes of D-Cache and 32kBytes of I-Cache, with
32kBytes of Tightly-Coupled Memory (TCM) for
both the Instruction and Data buses. The
ARM926EJ-S core can be clocked in excess of
160MHz and is suitable for operating system
development at real ASIC speeds.
www.bluewatersys.com/products/integrator.htm
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ARM Pushes 1 Billion Mark
ARM partners shipped around 350 million chips in
the first half of 2003, another big leap on last year
as a huge range of new products reach volume
production. ARM actually reduced its workforce by
about 12% at the end of 2002 in response to the
poor semiconductor market, but it seems that
things are improving again.
For comparison, Intel announced it shipped its 1
billionth x86 CPU in June of this year after 25 years
in the business. ARM’s shipments are approaching
that figure on an annual basis, after 13 years in
operation.
We believe that the new lower end
microcontrollers will accelerate ARM’s uptake even
further, particularly in this region of the world
where 8- and 16-bit micros are still prevalent.

Training
Do you have staff who need training on ARM
hardware or software design? If so, please contact
us. Courses available between now and year end
are as follows:
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including support for JTAG clock speeds
down to 3 KHz. This can be downloaded to
the unit to upgrade the firmware.
▲ RealViewDebugger1.6.1 - available on
CD. There are several issues with RVD which
ARM is working to resolve. Most are to do
with what ARM calls 'debug illusions', where
the debugger shows an incorrect value for a
variable or register. We expect these to be
ironed out soon. We can arrange a Multi-ICE
loan for anyone having serious problems.
▲ RealViewDebuggertutorials - see this link
for some useful tutorials:
www.arm.com/support/rvd_faq

▲ OS-Awareness- this RVD programme is
being expanded considerably and we expect
many new OS plug-ins to be announced
before the end of 2003. Many vendors are
making use of the open API to provide
RTOS-aware functionality in RVD.

Documentation
You may not be aware that a number of useful
applications notes are available on ARM's web site.
Here is a selection:
▲ Flash programming with RVD - how to use
this new feature with almost any flash chip
▲ Using ARM C++ in Embedded Systems efficiency and other issues
▲ Multi-ICE Design Consideration - useful for
laying out a new board
▲ Configuring ARM caches - always a bit of fun
for the newcomer
▲ Benchmarking with ARMulator - get accurate
benchmarks without real hardware
www.arm.com/arm/documentation

Tools News
Upgrades mentioned below are available from
ARM's web site, or from Bluewater on CD, unless
otherwise specified.
▲ Multi-ICE2.2.5- this software release mainly
fixes the problems identified with 2.2.4
(which became an 'XScale-only' release when
its problems were identified). Various XScalecentric options are provided to cope with the
features and limitations of XScale debug.
▲ RVCT2.01 - available on CD, this release
offers minor improvements and fixes
▲ RealViewICE1.0.2 - minor improvements
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